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Gaussian and non-Gauss ian  measures on 5t"(R 2) arising in the P(~)2 field 
theory model  are investigated. Est imates relevant o the model  are proved, and 
a formula is obtained for the difference of two measures. A general form of 
Wick's theorem is also proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
In quantum mechanics the Schr6dinger equation 
i(e/es) ¢(x, ,) = (--A + V(x)) ¢(x, ,) = He(x, ,), x e R" 
generates the time evolution U(s)  = e - isH. One technique for studying 
this equation is to consider the associated heat equation 
-(a/at) ¢(x, t) = ( -4  + v(x)) ¢(x, t) = H¢(~, t). 
The solution semigroup e - tn  for this equation is just the imaginary time 
t ~ is analytic continuation of U(s) .  The Feynman-Kac formula gives 
a representation f e -tn as an integral over paths for the system. A path 
x(-) is a function from R 1 to the configuration space R ~. 
In the quantum field theory of spin zero bosons this path space 
approach has also been useful. The formulation of the problem is 
analogous to the above except hat the configuration space is now a space 
of functions o n R ~, the configurations of a classical field. A convenient 
choice for this space turns out to be real-valued 5~'(R ~) [8]. In this 
framework the natural choice for the path space is ~'(R~+I). A Feynman- 
Kac formula again expresses the imaginary time dynamics as an integral 
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over paths. Symanzik [18] and Nelson [12, 13] have stimulated the 
development of the problem in this path space language. 
For a polynomial self-interaction in two dimensional space-time 
(P(¢)2 theory) the technical problems in justifying the use of path space 
have been overcome, at least for sufficiently small coupling constant. 
Under this restriction, the construction of the fields [5, 9] gives rise to a 
dynamical measure dv on the path space [14]. This measure gives an 
exponentially weak coupling between widely separated regions of 
space-time, and this cluster property has been used to show that the 
physical particles have strictly positive mass, see [9]. Furthermore, the 
cluster property provides a basis for studying the asymptotic validity 
of the perturbation series in the limit as the coupling constant goes to 
zero  [2]. 
Let dq be the Gaussian measure on ~9~'(R 2) with covariance 
(--A + m0a)-l. This is the path space measure for free particles with 
mass m o . For interacting particles the path space measure is formally 
dv = e-~'dq, where P ~ S :~(q(x)) :d2x and ~ is a semibounded 
polynomial. A cutoff approximation e -p(h) dq is the basis for studying dr. 
Here P(h) = f :~(q(x)): h(x) d2x, and the cutoff function h has compact 
support and is identically one on a large set. 
The proof of the cluster property [9] is based on an identity, called the 
contour expansion, which relates e -'(h) dq to similar measures e -p(h) dqD • 
Here D is some modification of (--A-J-m02) -1 which completely 
decouples certain regions of R 2 (see (2.11)), and dq, is the Gaussian 
measure with covariance D. Then e -r(h) dq, has an exact cluster property, 
and the exponential cluster property for e -p(h) dq is obtained by estim- 
ating the expression for the difference (e -p(h) dq -- e -p(h) dqD) given by 
the contour expansion. 
In this paper we obtain results pertaining to the contour expansion for 
measures of the form dqD and e -'(n) dqD, and, moreover, results for 
measures dqc and e -e(1o dqc , where the covariance C is allowed to range 
over a general class of covariances including (--A + m0~) -1 and D. The 
first section is concerned with general properties of Gaussian measures 
and with the combinatoric structure of Wick monomials. This material 
is largely familiar from other contexts and is included for completeness. 
In the second section more singular Wick monomials are defined and 
corresponding integrals estimated. We obtain sharp estimates for a 
general class of local functions (Theorem 2.5) and show that the total 
mass of measures e-p(h) dqc grows at most exponentially with the area 
of the support of h (Theorem 2.10). These theorems are the basis for 
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estimating the contour expansion [9]. The proof of Theorem 2.10 is a 
descendant of earlier work by Glimm and Jaffe [5], and is comparable in
difficulty to other proofs for the case C ---- (--A + m02) -1 [7, 12, 16]. In 
the final section formulas are derived for the difference of two Gaussian 
measures dqc, -- dqc, and for the difference of two modified dynamical 
measures e "e(h) dqD, -- e -~(m dqD (Theorem 3.2). The contour expansion 
is obtained from the latter by a complicated iterative procedure [9]. 
We now quote the cutoff Feynman-Kac formula which gives the 
connection between path space and the P(~b)~ field theory. For f ~ 5°(R 2) 
let ~(f) be defined on 5a'(R ~) by ~(f)(.) =- ( . , f ) .  By limits sharp time 
functions ~(f  @ St) ( ) ,  f~  5~(R1), can also be defined. Then if g is a 
cutoff function on R1, and Xr is the characteristic function of [-- T, T], 
and - -T  <~ tl ~ "'" <~ t~ <~ T, we have that 
f~.(n~ ) ~(fl @ ~0 "'" ~(f- @ 3t,) e -e~g®~r) dq
= (f20, e-(q+r)mg)~b(A) e-(t:-t,)mg)4(f2 ) ... e-(r-,,)n(g)$2o). 
The right side of this equation is the Fock space expression for the 
imaginary time Wightman function or Schwinger function. Here g2 0 is 
the Fock space vacuum and ~)(f) is the standard time zero field operator. 
[If Fock space is realized asL2(~'(R1), dq(2,)-O, tz = (--d2/ dx 2 + mo2)1/~, 
then £2 o = 1 and 6(f)  is multiplication by (-, f ) . ]  The cutoff Hamiltonian 
is H(g) = H o + ~ :~(qS(x)): g(x) dlx, where H o is the free Hamiltonian 
for particles of mass m 0 . For a derivation of the above equation see [17], 
or in slightly different formulations [1, 3]. 
1. GAUSSIAN INTEGRALS AND WICK MONOMIALS 
1.1. We review some properties of Gaussian measures on the space 
Sf'(R 0 of real-valued tempered istributions. For f in the real-valued 
Schwartz space Se(R0, define ~(f) to be the linear function on 6a'(R 8) 
given by~(f)( ' )  = ( ' , f ) .  Then for any continuous positive definite scalar 
product C on ~9 ° × 5,' there exists a unique countably additive Gaussian 
measure dqc on 6 a' such that 
1 e i~(I) dqc = exp(-- ~(f, Cf)) (1.1) 
for al l fE 5~ (see [4, 10]). These probability measures have the property 
that ~b(f) E L~(~9 a', dqc ) (complex valued Lp space) for all p e [1, ~). 
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In order to evaluate Gaussian integrals we introduce the notion of a 
graph• Let ~V be a finite set. A graph G on ~Ar is defined to be a collection 
of disjoint unordered pairs from JU. If each element of~A/" is represented 
by a point, then G can be represented by drawing lines joining the 
respective points, hence, the terminology. Let /'(dU) be the set of all 
possible graphs on JU, and let/~0(~) be the set of all vacuum graphs, 
graphs which pair all elements ofdV. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let f, ~ ~9 v be a set of functions indexed by a set ~ .  
Then 
v~Jg" G~FO(aV') ~eG 
Remarks. (i) Since C is symmetric, <fl~, Cf~) is a well defined 
function of the unordered pair l = {11,12}. 
(ii) In particular we have 
f ¢(f) dqc = O, 
f 4(f,) O(f,) dqc = ( f , ,  Of,), 
which says dqc has mean zero and covariance C. 
Proof. Let h . f  = Z.~ h.L. Since ~ ~ Lp(Y', dqc) we may compute 
f I-I ~D(f,)dqc = (/>-lWi f [1 (818A,)d 4,<a'', dqc [a=o 
= (i)-Iwt 1-I (8/01~) exp(-- ½(h .f, Ca .f))[a=0 
v~dg" 
_= f (~) .  
For arbitrary/x ~ dV we have the decomposition 
F(.4r) = (i)-l~l [ I  (O/Oh.) (-- E h.,<f.,, Cf.)) 
~eJV\u t,'e~4r\. 
• exp(-- ½<h .f, CA .f))[a=o 
= -(,:)-)~') ~ (L ' ,  CL> I] (a/ea3. exp(- ½(a "I, ca ./))I~=o 
u '~ ' \u  v~W'\., ~' 
= ~ <f.',Cf.>F(aV'tt*,t*'). 
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Next we isolate the contribution of tt to the sum over graphs in (1.2). 
Consider the set of all pairs (/z', G') with/~' e Jg'\/~ and G' E F0(Jg'\/x ,/~'). 
Then the map (/~', G') --~ {~,/z'} t_) G' is one-to-one and onto F0(JF ). 
Thus, ifzO(jF) is the right side of (1.2), we can write 
= E E <f.,, cy.> II <A,, cA,> 
u'e,~' \~ G'erol . ,¥' \m~') leG" 
= E 
~'e .hr \ .  
Since P({v}) = F({v}) = O, and since F and/~ satisfy the same recursion 
relation, we conclude that/~(~/') = F(~/ ) ,  which proves the proposition. 
1.2. Again letfi ~ SZ be indexed by a finite set JK. We define a Wick 
monomial: I-Iv~w ¢(fi):c to be the polynomial in the ¢(fi) given by 
:I--[¢(f~):c= E I I (A , , ( -C )A~)  1--[ ¢(fi), (1.3) 
ve./f r GaF(M/') leg  vedJz'~[G] 
where [G] = U,~a l is the set of all points joined by lines in G. As 
functions of the fi  these polynomials are symmetric, multilinear, and 
homogeneous of degree [Jg'l (I Jg'l = number of elements in Jg'). 
Thus the notation: 1-I~ew ¢(fi): is suggestive. If theft  coincide, we have 
by counting raphs 
In~z] n! 
:¢(f)":c = ~ (n -- 2j)!j! 2 5 (--1)5 ( f '  Cf)J¢(f)"-zJ" 
$=0 
(1.4) 
Wick monomials of different degree are orthogonalwhen integratedwith 
respect o dqc • They are the Hermite polynomials associated with this 
Gaussian measure, 1 and can be generated by the Gram-Schmidt process. 
Wick monomials can also be defined by the standard rearrangement of 
creation and annihilation operators if L2(S/", dqc) is realized as a Fock 
space. See also [15]. 
The orthogonality follows from Corollary 1.4 below. For now we 
only prove that the integral of a Wick monomial is zero. 
1 In fact if He, ,  is the standard Hermite polynomial defined by 
He,~(x) = ( - -  1)" e~/2(d /dx)  '~ e -x2/2, 
then 
: ¢(f)" :c = (f,  Cf) "~/~ He,(¢(f)/(f, Cf)l/~). 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. 
f : H ¢(fJ: aqc = o .  
re.A: 
Proof. Let C 1 = (fz,,  Cf&). By Proposition 1.1 the integral is 
equal to 
I1 (-c,)( rI c,). 
GieF{./f/') leG I Goe/"O(.A/'\[GI]) leg 2 
The map G2 --~ G = G2 u G 1 from Fo(: \ [G1] ) to {a  E i f '0(:): G1 ~ G} 
is one-to-one and onto. Thus, after changing variables the sum above 
becomes 
Z Z H (-c,) fI (c,) 
GIeF6..4/" ) Ge.r'o(,.Y" ) ~eG l I eG~G i 
= E l - I ( c , - c , )=o .  
GeFo(.~) leg 
I] (-c,) H c,) 
l eg  1 leG~G 1 
1.3. To reexpress a product of Wick monomials as a linear combina- 
tion of Wick monomials a more general type of graph is introduced. 
Let I = {Iv}~ap be a collection of disjoint sets. A line from I is a pair of 
elements taken from different Iv • A graph G on I is a set of disjoint lines 
from L If each Iv is represented by a vertex with ] Iv I legs, then G can be 
represented by drawing lines joining respective legs. A typical graph is 
drawn in Fig. 1. In the following, the Iv themselves are referred to as 
FICUI~E 1 
vertices and the members i ~ Iv are called legs. Note that the graphs 
previously considered correspond to the case where each vertex has only 
one leg. 
The set of all possible graphs on I is denoted/'(I). Let [/] = U~" /~ 
be the set of all legs. Also for any graph G ~ 11(1) let [G] = Ul~c l be 
6o7/I21I-5 
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the set of all legs joined by G. A graph is called a vacuum graph if [G] = 
[I], that is if all legs are joined. The set of all vacuum graphs is denoted 
to(I). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let I = {/~}.~w be a collection of disjoint sets, and let 
f ,  E 5P be a set of functions indexed by [I]. Then 
H : FI ¢(f,) :~ = E H <A, Clio>: Fl ¢(£) :~. (1.5) 
ve,/~ ieI v GeP(l) leG i~[l]~[G] 
P~o~ Let C t = <ft~, Cfh ). By definition the right side is 
I Ic,( 2 rI i-co II <,(:,)). 
GleF(I) leg 1 G2~F([I]~[GI]) leg 2 i~([I]~[G1])~[G2] 
The map G 2 --* G 3 = G 1 k.J G 2 from /-'([/] ~ [G1] ) to {G3~F([/]): 
G 1 C G3} is one-to-one and onto and changing variables gives 
Z E I-Ic, IJ (-c,) [j ¢(A). 
GI~F(1) GaeF{[l ]) l~G 1 IeG~G 1 ie[I]~[G3] 
G1C_ G 3 
Let S( I )C F([I]) be the set of all graphs on [I] in which only legs 
belonging to the same vertex I~ are joined. Consider pairs (G4, Gs) with 
G 4~{G6F(1) :G  1CG} and G~E{G~S( I ) :  [G]•[G4] = ~}. Then 
the map (G4,Gs)- -+G3 = G4wG 5 is one-one and onto the set 
{G3 ~ F([I]): Gx C G3}, and so we have 
Y E E ll c, ll (-c,) I1 (-c,) H ~(/,). 
GleY(l) G4mY(I) gseS(1) leg 1 lmG4~G 1 leg s i~[I]~([G4]u[gs]) 
G1CG 4 [G4]~[Gs]= 
Now interchange the sum over G 1 and G~ and note that if G 4 @ ;~ 
the sum over G 1 is 
Z I-Ict II (-c,)=o. 
GI~F(I) l~G l t~G4~G l 
G1C_ q4 
Thus, G~ = ~,  G 1 = Z,  and we are reduced to 
E H (-ca H ¢(f,), 
G~GS(1) leg s i~[I]~[ G~] 
which is easily identified as the left side of (1.5). 
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COROLLARY 1.4 (Wick's theorem). 
vs./if" i e I  v Ge.r'o(I) l eG  
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.2 and the fact that f dqc = 1. 
Wick monomials enter quantum field theory through the interaction 
Hamiltonian. Perturbation theory is the expansion of Wightman functions 
or Schwinger functions in powers of the interaction Hamiltonian. 
Calculation of the coefficients in these expansions then comes down to 
evaluating integrals of the form given above (or in Fock space language, 
computing vacuum expectation values). This is the historical origin of 
Wick's theorem. The graphs in the sum over P0(I) (or equivalence classes 
of them) are called Feynman diagrams. 
2. ESTIMATES FOR P(¢)2 
2.1. In this chapter we develop estimates for integrals over 
{5¢'(R2), dqc}. The restrictions on the covariance C of the Gaussian 
measure dqc are specified as we proceed. 
We want to consider functions on ~9°'(R ~) of the form 
N 
R(w, n) = f 1--[ :¢(Y~)~:c WCYl ..... YN) dy, (2.1) 
where ¢(y )= ¢(8(.--y)), w eL2(R =N) has compact support, and 
n = (n~ ,..., nN) is an N-tuple of positive integers. The function R is to be 
defined (Proposition 2.3) as the limit of approximations R~ given by 
N 
RK( ,n) = f . . . .  • ¢~(Y~) .c w(Yz ,..., YN) dy, (2.2) 
where CK(Y) = ¢(X~(" --Y)) and X~ ~ Co°~(R~) is an approximate 8 func- 
tion. Note that R~ is well defined at each point of ~9°'(R z) since :¢~(Y)'~:c 
is continuous in y at each point of 5¢'(R2). To study R~ we consider 
functions of the more general form 
nv  
(2.3) 
with ~:~,k e Co~(R 2) and ~: = {~:v.k). 
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By Corollary 1.4 we have 
f R(w, ,,, ~) dq~ = Z 
G~ro~l) 
where 
f 1-I <~,_(" - y,_), c$,+(. - yt+)> w(y~ .... , y~) dy, 
leg 
(2.4) 
I = {/~}~.¢ .#" = {1,..., N}, 
(2.5) 
L = {(~, ~),..., (~, ~)}. 
Here l = (1_, I+) is ordered by the vertex parameter v, and Y~.i = Yr. 
More precisely if ¢ = 1-1~ :I-[k ¢(~.k(" --Y~):, then I (~ ~w dqc) dy is 
equal to the right side of (2.4). To get ~ R dqc (=  I (I q~w dy) dqc) we 
must interchange the order of integration. This is justified since [~ [~ 
has the same form as ~b and so 
f f  I Cw I dqe ay ~ ff  (1 + ~ I w t ~) aqc ay < ~o. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose w has support in B ~- 
B 1 × ... × Bn ,  where B~ is a square in R ~ with area I B~ [ >/ 1. Let 
Xn~ be the characteristic function of B~. Also let n.  = supv n~. 
LEMMA 2.1. For w eL=(B) 
where 
and 
',1 f R(w, ,,, e) < s! xl. I B Z II c, 
G~Po(1) leg 
C~(y, y') = X~,_(Y) ($L(" -- Y), C(,+(. -- y')) xB,+(Y') 
Bv, i  ~-  By  • 
Proof. Because of the support property of w it is just C~(y I , Yl+) which 
appears in the expression (2.4) for f R dqc. Thus, after applying the 
Schwarz inequality to (2.4) we have only to show that for fixed G e -P0(I) 
f YI [ C,(yt_,y,+){2 dy ~ [ B I H II czl[~n.. 
l~G leg 
(2.6) 
This inequality is obtained by applying the H61der inequality succes- 
sively at each vertex. For each v let )~ be the set of lines in G which join 
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a leg from the vth vertex Iv with a leg from a lower vertex 1~., v' < v. Let 
A /be  lines joining/~ to a higher vertex (see Fig. 2). Then we have the 
basic inequality, valid since I hv I + [A/[  = n~ ~ n. , 
fB I] l C~(y~_,y~)]~ l-I C~(y~, ")ll~. dy~ 
v I~  v I~2t v" 
I B~ I I-I El C~(yz_, ")1[~, 1[-I I1G IlN~, • 
ve~ ~6~ v' 
(2.7) 
To make the details of the iteration precise we introduce some more 
definitions. Let ~ be all lines in G which join legs in the first v vertices. 
Let/3~ be lines joining a leg which is in the first v vertices to one which 
is not, and let 7v be lines joining legs not in the first v vertices. Then 
for each v we have the disjoint union ~v u/3  v u 7~ = G. Now define 
A~ =(  I-I [B¢ I ) f  1-[ IC~(yl_ 
o'>v ~Ea v 
× l-[ 11 C~ Jl~n, dYx "'" dyv. 
~EV v 
, Yt+)i ~ I-[ I1C~(y~_, ")1[~.. 
lffB v 
Since ~v = o~v-1 u ~v and 3v = ( f ly -1  ~ )~v) I~j ~V t, we have 
A~ = ( I-I J Bv' l) f I-[ [C,(y,_,y,+)[' ]-[ 11 C,(y,,  ")[[~n. 
v'>g ~(V--I leBv-l~v 
× 1-I [I Ct 1[~.. dYx"" dY.-I × (left hand side (2.7)). 
Applying (2.7) and noting that ~v U Av' ----- 7,-1 gives A, ~ Av-1. Thus, 
A~ ~ Ao, and since aa = G and ~0 = G this is precisely inequality (2.6) 
which we set out to prove. 
We now introduce restrictions on C in terms of the kernel C(') E SP'(R4); 
C(-) is characterized as belonging to certain spaces ~l°etR4~ As in r,~ k 1" 
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H6rmander [11], the space ~loe  is the set of distributions ¢ E 6 a' which 
satisfy 
ii ~¢ [le,,~ = 1i(1 + q~)~/~ (,:¢)" !1~,. < oo 
whenever ~ e Co °°. Note that for 8 > 0, p >~ 2, and p' = p(p -- 1) -1 
the dual H61der index, we have o-~aoc C ~]oe C L 1°c by the Hausdorff-  
r)oo with some Young inequality. Thus, --,,.8:~°~ consists of functions in ~,  
added smoothness properties. 
Let (9 C R 2 be the unit ball I x ] < 1. 
valoo Then for LEMMA 2.2. Let w ~L2(B), ~,k E Co~((9), C(') e ~.~(~,),,~. 
0<~¢,~1.  
Remark. The constant M(p, n, C) may be taken to be 
GE/'O{I} IEG 
where ~.k = ~ is any Co ~° function which is identically one on 
{x: dist(x, B~) ~< 1}. Lemma 2.4 gives an estimate on this factor. 
Proof. The function ~ is chosen so that 
xBv(x) ¢~,~(x - y) = xBv(~) ¢v,~(~ - y) CXy). 
Thus, setting ~t = ~t  @ ~+ and set = ~z_ @ ~l+ we have from Lemma 
2.1 
f R dqc ~ I[ w 112 i B I ~ Y[ II fC(g~c)l l2n, • 
G ~EG 
Then there are two possible estimates 
]1 6"(¢,c)11=~. ~ II &(z2~c) ~ H(=,,,), 
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Taking a convex combination and rewriting a product over lines as a 
product over legs completes the proof. 
Remark. I f  p is an even integer, then ] R]P has the same form as R. 
Thus, R ~ Lv(9 ~', dqc) and by the lemma with p = 1, 
iI R(w, n, #)ll~ ~< c(p, n)[] w 11~ H II ~.~(1 + q~)-~/4 II~ (2.8) 
v,k 
for some constant c(p, n). Such an estimate holds for any p in [1, oo) 
since II " II~' ~< 11 " II~ for p'  < p. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let w E Lz(B ) and C(')~ ~loe for some ~ > O. ~ (2n,) ~ ,~ 
Then R(w, n) has a natural definition as a function in Lp(~',  dqc), 
1 ~ p ~ ~ and 
R(~, n)l!~ ~ c(p, n)II ~ I1~- (2.9) 
Proof. Let X be a positive function in C0°°(~) with f X = 1. Then 
X~(Y) = K2X(KY) is an approximate ~ function. As defined in (2.2), 
R~(w, n) is just R(w, n, ~) with ~,,k = X~. As ~ --~ oo we estimate the 
difference by 
where 
II R~(w, n) -- R~,(w, n)l[~ ~ ~ l] R(w, n, ~"',k')[l~ , 
v',k" 
I 
X~ v < v' or v = v', k < k' 
X~" v <v  or v=v ' ,  k' <k .  
However 
1] 2,<(1 -I- q~)-~/~ Iloo ~ Ii 2,< t!o~ ~/ I  x,< ]11 = 1, 
11(2,~ = 2,<00 + q~)-~/~ Iloo ~ 0((,~ ,', ,,')-~/~); 
so applying (2.8) shows that [1R~ --  RK, 1]~ --+ 0 as K, K' --+ 0. The  
limit is defined to be R(w, n). 
It  is straightforward to argue that this definition is independent of p. 
Furthermore, it is independent of X since [](2~ -- 2")( 1 -F q2)-~/4 [Ioo --~ 0 
as K, K' --+ oo. By limits one shows that R(w, n) is linear in w, that 
R(w, n) R(w', n') = R(w @ w', n @ n'), 
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and that the uniform bound 
I] R,,(w, n)ll~ ~ c(p, n)[] w 112 
from (2.8) also holds for K = oo. 
(2.10) 
2.2. We now specify a more restricted class of covariances, to 
improve the estimate on ] .[ R dqc I. 
Let A i C R ~ be a unit square centered on j E Z ~. Consider functions 
O~ Co°°(R ~) which satisfy 0 ~< 0 ~< 1 and are identically one on 
{x ~ R~: dist(x, Ao) <~ 1}. Then 0j(.) = 0(. --j) is identically one on A i . 
DEFINITION. C is in the class ~ if for any p e [2, ~)  there exist 
positive constants ~ = 3(p), K o = Ko(p), K 1 = K l (p)  such that 
(i) C( . )eL~°°(R  4) and N(O, @ Oj)C][L~ <~ Ko(t i j ]  + 1) -5, 
~l°e (R4~ and II(0~ ® Oj)C I1~, ~ ~< K1, P' = P(P  - -  1) -1 (ii) C( . )e  p, , ,  j 
where the bounds hold for all i, j ~ Z 2 and some 0 as above. 
Thus, C weakly connects distant regions of R 2, and has some uniform 
smoothness. 
EXAMPLES. (--A + mo=)-i is in ~.  In this case the spatial decrease 
is actually exponential for one has 
I ( -A  + mo=)-l (x, y)l ~ O(e-moCl-'~l~-vl), E >0,  I x - y t > 1. 
The covariance operators considered in [9] are also in ~. These are 
convex combinations of operators D,/ which have kernels of the form 
D¢/(x, y) = ~ Xr,(x)(--A + mo2) -1 (x, y) Xr,(Y), 
i=1 
(2.11) 
where each Y~ is a union of the A i , and ~/ = {Y1 ..... Y~} is a division 
of R 2 into nonoverlapping regions. In this case the constants may be 
taken to be independent of ~/ and to satisfy Ko(p)  ~ O(mo ~/p) and 
KI(p)  <~ d~(1) as  m o --~ oo. 
It is convenient to suppose that w has support in a set of the form 
A~(.) = Ao(1) × "'" x A,o(n) , co(v) ~ Z 2. 
The general case of compact support in R ~N can be recovered by summing. 
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We define an associated function o3(-) on [I] by o3(v, k) = oJ(v), and for 
j ~ Zz define 
N j= ~ n,=lo3-~(j)]. 
The quantity N~ = Nj(w, n) is just the number concentration of the 
function R(w, n) in the square Aj.  
LEMMA 2.4. Let w eL2(Ao,<0), ~,,k e C0°°(d)), and C E ¢g. Then for 
e ~ [o, 1/5), 
I f  R(w, n, ~) dqc 
<~ ]-I Nfl(MffV']lw[l=( l-I I)ev,, ,""' ~,,,(I -l-,/~z'-°/a"'~) "~]' 
J~Z~ (v,k)~[l] 
where 8 = 8(2n.); 
M. -= K~/2 ~ (] j I q- 1) -5(1-°)/~, and Kp = Ko(2n,) 1-p Kl(2n.) °. 
~z~ 
THEOREM 2.5. Let w ~L2(A~(.)), and C~Cg. Then for K <~ ~) 
]: 1 <. 
J~z z 
Proofs. The theorem follows directly from the lemma. In fact since 
II x~ H1 = 1, the theorem for x < 00 is just a special case of the lemma. 
Then since the bound is uniform in K and since II R~-  R 111-+ 0 as 
K --+ 0% the case ,  = oo follows immediately. 
Lemma 2.4 is a restatement of Lemma 2.2 with the assertion that 
M(p, n, C) is dominated by 1--lj Nfl(Mp) N' for p e [0, 1/5). For M(p, n, C) 
we may take ~ = 0o,(v) so that 
M(p, n, C) = ~ r-I H(0,~(,_) @ o~(z+))c 1}~_.o × ii(0~(z_) @ 0,~(z+))c ll~,~...,8. 
Gero(/) ~eG 
In view of the conditions on C, it is sufficient o establish the following 
result to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.6. 
Y, I-I K.(I O3(1_) -- O3(Z+)I + 1) -~(~-°) <~ 1-I N: (Mo)N'. 
G~FO(1) ZeG jEZ z 
(2.12) 
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Proof. For each G let G* be the bijection on [I] which maps each leg 
to the leg it is paired with by G. Note that (G*) 2 = 1. We group together 
all graphs for which the contraction localization function ~ o G* is the 
same: 
Z=E E 
G fe~ GzdJoG*=f 
Here J may be taken to be the set of all functions f from [I] to £2 = 
Ranged, = Range~o such that ] f - l ( j ) l  = N j .  Clearly any function 
f -~ o3 o G* has this property since 
(~o G*)-~ (j) = G*(~b-'(j)). 
With dJ o G*  = ffixed, the summand is independent of G since 
H (I dJ(l_) -- ~(I+)l q- 1) ~ = H (1 d,(i) - (o~o G*)(i)I 4- 1). 
~G it[I] 
Thus, the left side of (2.12) may be written as 
(2.13) 
E [1-I 4- 1) [{O:;oO* = f I. 
For each graph with •o G* =f  we have G*(dFx( j ) )=f -x ( j )  by 
(2.13). Moreover, distinct graphs give distinct bijections atisfying this 
property. Thus, the number of graphs with ¢go G* = f is bounded by 
the number of bijections on [I] mapping cg-x(j) to d-~(j). This latter 
quantity is just l-fifo Nj! for any f~ ~ and so 
]{G:  dJo G* ~-  f}l < H Nfl 
We estimate the remaining sum by enlarging ~.~ to a sum over all 
functions from [I] to ~, and then 
,, ,~ars3 1-[ K~/2(I d~(i) -- f(i)l q- 1) -5(a-o)/z 
• iEEl  ] 
= I[ Y XY~(Id~(i) - - f l  + 1) -5c~-°)/2 
it[I] y t~ 
<FI Mo. 
it[I] 
Since ][/]] = Zjto Nj , this is the desired bound. 
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Remark. The important feature in Theorem 2.5 is that the bound 
depends on the number concentration i  each square individually. 
In contrast if one estimates the sum over graphs by a supremum times 
the number of graphs, a factor such as (Zj Nj)! arises. 
2.3. We now consider functions exp(--P(h)) on rig'(R2), where 
f :~(¢(Y)):c h(y) dy. P(h) 
We assume that ~ is a lower semibounded polynomial of even degree d, 
that C e qg, and that h has compact support and satisfies 0 ~ h ~ 1. 
The problem is to bound f exp(--P(h)) dqc. We begin by considering 
the approximation exp(--P~(h)) in which ¢ is replaced by ¢``. 
Let V h be the number of elements in the set 
Jn :{ j~Z2;A jnsupph4:  ;~}, 
approximately the area of the support of h. 
LEMMA 2.7. For any E > 0 there exists a constant L~ = L(~, KI(6/E)) 
independent of ~, h such that 
PK(h) ~ --VhL,~ a/2 (K ~ 1). 
Proof. Let C``(x) = (X~(" --x), CX``(. --x)). From the representation 
(1.4) we see that :~(¢~(x)): c can he written as a sum of terms of the form 
~¢Ax)a +/~C~(x)~¢~(x)~-~ >  -~(C~(x) + 1)~/~, 
O~2k~m~d,  m- -2k<d.  
Therefore, 
:~(¢``(x)):c ~> -const(c``(x) + 1) dj~. 
If x e Aj, then X``(" --x) : X``(" --x) 0j(-) and since C e cC we have for 
pe[2, oo) 
I c``(x)l < II(XK ® X~) * (Oj ® Oj)C H~ 
< II 2,, I]~ [l((oj ® o~)c)']l~ • 
t] :~``  ]1~ KI(p). 
I|[ l°gK] #q Therefore, ~r=o ~r 
over r. 
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Now take p = 6/~. Then 
, (1 + 1 . , -  
Thus I C~(x)I ~< L,'K' and so :~($K(x)): >/ --L~K "a/2 for some constants 
L,', L , .  Since f h(x) dx ~ V h this gives the result. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let K, = e" and n r be any sequence of positive even 
integers with n o = O. Then 
[logK] 
exp(--P~(h)) ~ ~, (PK,(h) - -  P~(h)) ~ exp(VnL,K~a+/ts  1). 
r=0 
Proof. Let E r = VhL,K'ra/2 + 1 and define 
pr  = (q ~ ,_cp, : __er+l < e~(h) <~ --E,}, r >~ 1, 
Q0 = {q ~ St' : --E~ < P~(h)}. 
By Lemma 2.7 - -E  r -k 1 ~<P~,(h) and so on Q~ (r ~ 1) we have 
[ P~,(h) -- P~(h)[ ~ 1. Thus, the bound 
exp(--P~(h)) ~ (PK,(h) - -  P,,(h)) '~ exp(Er+x) (2.14) 
holds on Qt (r ~ 0). Lemma 2.7 also gives 
--Etlog~]+l ~< --VuL,~ "a/~ --  1 <~ P~(h). 
= 5 a' and the lemma follows by summing (2.14) 
PROPOSITION 2.9. 
pendent of K, h 
For a constant M = M(~,  ~(.), Ko('), B51(.)) inde- 
f exp(--P~(h)) dqc <~ exp(MVh). 
Proof. To simplify the notation suppose that ~(x) ---- x a. The same 
proof works for the general case and we comment at the end. 
Let h i ~ x~ h so that 
exp(-- :~a:c(h)) -~ [ I  exp(--:~a:c(hj)) • 
~eJh 
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The bound of the previous lemma is now applied to each factor in the 
product. If we write 
d 
:¢~:¢(h~) :¢/:~(hj) = X x'~-~ x - :¢.,( ) (¢ , , ( )  - ¢.(x))$,(x) ' -m:oh/x) ax 
'ra=l 
d 
~ qb(r, m, h,), (2.15) 
then we have for any ,  > 0 
[log~] 
exp(--:~a:c(h)) < l-I Z 
J~Jh r=O 
d 
(m~_l ~(r~ m, hi)) nr exp(L,(Kr+l) *a/2 + 1) 
i tlr(~) ] = E E U l-I qb(r(j), m(j, i), h,) 
r(.)e@t m(.)e,,Cf t JeJa i=l 
× I-I exp(L,(K,O)+1)'a/~ + I), (2.16) 
JeJh 
where ~ is the set of all functions from Jh to (0,..., [log ~]) and d//r is 
the set of all functions from Xj~J, (1 .... , n~(j)) to (1 .... , d). 
The integral of (2.16) is estimated by Lemma 2.4. Taking p = 1/6 
and noting that the number concentration i  Ay is just dn~(j), the integral 
of the bracketed expression i  (2.16) bounded by 
YI (tin.o))! (M1/o) ~",., Ii h, II~ ,,~, ll(£K.., - -  £~)(1 + q~)-o/' 1I~ ,`,,/~ 
<<- rI (dn~u))t C', , ,6~1  ~,~,," "~-~'"'/12 
for Some constant  C 1 . This bound is independent of m(.) and so we may 
take ~,  = I-I j~ dnm). Then after rearranging the sum and product 
again we have 
/[log~] • 
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This bound holds for any n~. We now make the choice n~ = 
2[exp(Sr/24d)] .  Then as r -+ oo 
and so 
log(drip.)! ~< dn~ log dn~ + (9(1) ~< nr(Sr/24 + (9(1)), 
log K; -~/12 = n~(--Sr/12), 
(dnr)] K7 ~"/~ <~ exp(n~(--Sr/24 -t- (9(1)). 
This factor dominates the remaining factors in the sum over r provided 
we take E ~ 3/24d so that (t%+l)~a/2 ~ (9(exp 8r/48). The sum is then 
strongly convergent and thus bounded by a constant e M independent of K. 
The integral is then bounded by I-[jh e M = exp(MVh) as required. 
In the general case when @ has d terms, we have in (2.15) a sum over 
1/2 d 2 terms instead of d terms. This has the effect of replacing the factor 
d n~ above by (½ d2) n~ which does not affect he result. 
THEOREM 2.10. 
of  K, h 
1[ exp(--PK(h))l]Ld~'.aqc) <~ exp(c~Vh), 
(b) As  ~c --* oo 
II exp(--P~(h) -- exp(--P(h))llL,(zp,,aqv ) -+ O, 
(a) For  x <~ oo and some constant % independent 
l~<p<m.  
1 ~<p<oo.  
Proof.  Since [1P,(h) - -  P(h)[I, p --,- O, we can find a subsequence such 
that exp(--P~(h)) --~ exp(--P(h)) almost everywhere. Then by Lemma 
2.9 and Fatou's lemma, exp(--P(h)) is integrable and 
f e -p(h) dqc ~ exp(MVh). 
This establishes (a) for p =- 1, and p > 1 follows immediately since 
1/~ II exp( - -P (h ) )G  = II exp(--(pe)(h)) lh . 
For (b) we use the representation 
e -p~(n) - -  e -p(h) = 11 e-P~(sh)(P.(h) - -  P(h)) e -e(O-s)h) ds. 
Jo 
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The integral may be regarded as a strong integral in Lz,(~gv' , dqc ). Then 
the L ,  norm of the difference is dominated by 
( sup [/e-P~(~h)113, II e-e((1-s))O llz,) [[ P~(h) P(h)llz~ •
0~<s<l 
As x ~ oo, the first factor is bounded by part (a), and the second factor 
converges to zero. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Remark. This theorem is useful for establishing self-adjointness and 
semiboundedness for the Hamiltonian H(g). In fact from the representa- 
tion 
('P, e-~U"(g)O) = f ~hoO t exp(--P~(g @ X[o.0)) aq 
and part (b), the existence of a limit semigroup e -uc(a~ can be established 
and H(g) defined. Part (a) then bounds the spectrum of H(g) from below 
by a constant proportional to the volume of the support of g. 
3. THE DIFFERENCE OF MEASURES 
3.1. One can obtain an expression for the difference of two Gaussian 
measures, dqco - -  dqc 1 , by forming an interpolating measure dqcs with 
covariance 
Cs = sol + (1 -- s) Co, (3.1) 
and integrating the derivative (d/ds) dqc ~ . This gives an identity of the 
form 
f F dqq - f F dq . 
= I fO 1 I f  ( f  (C 1 _ Co)(x, y)(8/~(x))(~/~O(y))lv dx dy)dqc J d$, (3.2) 
where ~/8~ is evaluated by 8c~(~)/Srfi(x) = 8(x - -  ~). To make this precise 
we suppose initially that F is a cylinder function, i.e., that F can be 
expressed in the form F = P('~(fl) ..... 'b(f~)). Then the derivatives are 
to be evaluated by 
8dp(x----) F = fi(x)(8,P)(5(f~),..., ~(f~)). (3.3) 
i=1 
This definition is independent of the basis in which F is expressed. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F be a smooth polynomially bounded cylinder 
function on 5~'(Rs) and let Co, C 1 be scalar products on oCf(Rs). Then (3.2) 
is an identity. 
Proof. We take F =/?(¢(fl),..., ¢(f**)) with F a polynomially bounded 
function in C2(R n) and fx ,...,f~ linearly independent functions in 5 ~. 
Let (As)i~ -= ( f i ,  Csfj) and let d/, s be the Gaussian measure on R ~ 
given by 
d~,(z) = exp(-- lz-A~ 1" z ) ( f  exp(-- ½z " A-[ 1" z)dz) -1 dz. 
Then IF  dqc, = I/~(z) dlx,(z). Since (d/ds) A-; x = --A;X(AI --  Ao) A-; ~ 
and f z • A • z dl~,(z ) = Tr(AsA), we have 
d/ds ( f  F dqcs) -= ½ f F(z)(z " A7 I (A1-  Ao) A;I " z) d/zs(z ) 
-- ½ Tr((A 1 -- Ao) AT 1) f P(z) dlx~(z). 
Here differentiation under the integral can be justified using the bounds 
min{tl Ao l] -~, il Am ]1-1) z ~ ~< z .  A21.  z <~ max{I ] Ao x II, I[ A[ -x II} z ~- 
But 
(~/~z~)(~/~zj) exp(-- ½z- A21" z) = [(A~Iz)i(A-21z)~ -- (A -1~ )i~] 
× exp(-- ½z" A; -1 "z), 
and so after integrating by parts, 
---- ½ f [ f  (C 1 - -  Co)(X , y)(~/~¢(x))(~/~(y))F dx dy] dqc,. 
The proposition ow follows by integrating with respect o s. 
3.2. If F is not a cylinder function one may try to prove (3.2) by 
expressing F as a limit of cylinder functions. We do this in the following 
special case which arises in [9]. The integrand is taken to be a function 
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on ~gV'(R 2) of the form F = Re -v, where R = R(w, n) and P = P(h) 
are given as before by 
N 
f nv . 
R(~, n) = 1-I :¢ (xv)" w(~l ..... x~)a~, 
(3.4) 
e(h) = J :¢(¢(y)): 
t l  
h(y) ay. 
The Wick dots are now taken with respect to (--A + m02)-L The 
kernel w is required to have compact support and belong to L4(R 2N) 
[(hence also L2(R2N)]. Without loss of generality we suppose w ~ L4(BN), 
where B is a square in R 2 made up of the unit squares Aj .  The function 
P(h) is restricted as in Section 2.3 and B is assumed large enough so that 
supp h C B. 
We consider the difference of two measures dqDo, dqD~ where each D i 
(i = 0, 1) is a convex combination of operators of the form D~ as 
defined in (2.11). Note that D s ---- sD 1 + (1 -- s) D o is again a convex 
combination of the D~.  
To state the theorem we next specify how the derivatives 8/O~(x) are 
to be evaluated. We take 
½ f (D1 -- D°)(x' Y) 86(x) 84(y) (Re-V) dx dy 
f. [ ~ZR 8R 8P 
= ½ J (D1 - -  D°)(g '  Y) [ 8¢(x) a¢(y) 2 a¢(x~ 8¢( y~) 
82P 8P 8P \ 
R a¢(x) a¢(y) + R a¢(x~ a¢(y) J e-P ax gy 
= Qe -p, (3.5) 
with R, P differentiated by (8/&~(x)):¢(~:)n: = n :¢(~),~-1: 8(x -  ~). 
Explicitly Q --= Q(w, h, n, ~, D 1 -- Do) is given by 
Q = 1 ~., n,,no f (1-I :¢(x~) ~:) :¢(Xo) ~°-1: ¢(xo)~°-l:(D1- Do)(X,,, x,,)w(x)dx 
crop v~p,o" 
-- ~ no f (I--[ :¢(xv) ~:) :¢(xo) n'-l: :~'(¢(Y)): 
cr v~cr 
× (D 1 -- Do)(X,,, y) h(y) w(x) dx dy 
+ ½ f (~  :¢(x~)"~:):~'(¢(y)): :~'(¢(y')): 
× (01 -- Do)(y, y') h(y) h(y') w(x) dx dy dy'. (3.6) 
6o7lx2/i-6 
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Terms which would have a factor (D 1 - -Do) (X  , x) in the kernel are 
dropped since this function may be taken as identically zero as we shall 
see. Note that since (D 1 -- Do)(. ) is in L~°e(R 4) and since w ~L~(B N) and 
h ~ L~(B), it follows that the kernels in Q are in Lz(BN), L~(BN+I), L2(BW+2). 
Thus, Q is a well defined function in Lv(Sf ' ,  dq). 
THEOREM 3.2. 
f Re-  -- f Re-" aq.o : f/ (f Qe-  dq. ) (3.7) 
In preparation for the proof we have two lemmas. Let R~ e L~(SP', dqn,) 
be defined by replacing : : by : :D~ in R~L~(~9 ~', dq). 
LEMMA 3.3. Rs = R for  all s ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof. From the definition of D~ we have 
D~/(x, y) = (--A + mo*) -1 (x, y) 
if x, y are in the same region Yi ~ Y/, in particular if x, y lie in the same 
square Aj.  This also holds for a convex combination so D~(x,y) = 
(--A + mo2)-l(x,y) for x ,y  e Aj. Let A = Uj~ int Ai and let OA be 
the boundary of A. If K -1 ~ dist(x, OA), then supp X~(" --x) is contained 
in the same Aj containing x and, hence, 
(x,~(" -- x), D,X,, (. -- x)) = (XK(" -- x), (--A + mo~) -~ X,,(" --  x)}. (3.8) 
It follows that :¢K(x)n:o, = :¢K(x)n: for K - I~  dist(x, ~A). Then if 
w e Co°°(AN), we have R~,~(w, n) = R~(w, n) for K -1 ~ dist(supp w, 
Let if " II~.s be the norm in L~(SP', dqDo), and let II "ll~ be the norm in 
Lp( Sf', dq). As K --+ ~ we have l] R~.~(w, n) - -  R~(w, n)llp.s --~ 0 and 
I1RK(w, n) - -  R(w, n)llp --+ O. Passing to subsequenees converging almost 
everywhere we identify the limits Rs(w , n) = R(w, n). This proves the 
lemma for w ~ Co°°( AN). 
But Co°°(A u) is dense in L2(AN ) == L2(BW). Thus, for general w we can 
find w i~Co°°(A N) so that l lw - -w  i l l z~O as i~  c~. From (2.9), it 
follows that II Rs(wi , n) - -  Rs(w, n)[l~.s--~ 0 and I[ R(wi , n) - -  R(w, n)H ~ -~ O. 
Then by considering subsequences which converge almost everywhere 
and using Rs(w i , n) = R(w i , n), we conclude that Rs(w, n) = R(w, n). 
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LEMMA 3.4. The integrals in (3.7) are well defined and finite. 
Proof. Since R = R s we have R ~ L~o(5 p', dqD,) for p ~ [1, oo) and 
all s E [0, 1]. Similarly from Q = Qs (Q has the same form as R) we have 
QeL2o( 5"', dqo,). Finally P=Ps and Theorem 2210 imply e-eEL~( S ~', dqD,). 
Thus, the integrals over 5e' in (3.7) are finite. 
Now pick constants 3(p), Ko(p) , K~(p) such that both D~ and D O 
satisfy the conditions defining W with these constants. Then D~', 
0 ~< s ~< 1, also satisfies the conditions with these constants. But in 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.10 we have bounds which depend on the measure 
only through the associated constants 8(p), Ko(p) , Kl(p). Thus, I] Q Ilp.s 
and ]I exp(--P)ll~,, may be bounded by constants independent of s. 
Hence, f ds in (3.7) is finite. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We make several approximations. First, 
suppose w e Co°°(A~), h e Co~(A). We approximate R, P, Q by R~, P~, 
Q~ as usual by replacing ~ by ff~. Then Q is further approximated by 
Q,~' = QK(', (D1 - -  Do)~), where (D 1 -- Do) ~ = (X~ @ XK) * (D1 -- Do). 
We assume K -1 ~ dist(supp w, ,~(AN)) and K -a ~ dist(supp h, ~A)  so 
that : :D, = : : in R~, P~, Q~'. The final approximation also preserves 
: :D~ = : : - We define R~.j, P~,j, Q'~.j by replacing each integral in R~, 
P~, Q~' by a Riemann sum 
2 
XE(1 /DZ 2 
Now R~,j etc. are cylinder functions and Proposkion 3.1 may be 
applied. From (1.4) we have that (O/Off(x)) :~(~)~: = n :~(~)n-a: X~(X _ ~). 
Thus, the evaluation of the derivatives may be carried out as in (3.5) and 
(3.6) with (D~-  Do) ~ appearing in place of (D 1 - -Do) .  Terms with 
kernels containing (D 1 -- Do)~(x , x) are dropped since this function is 
zero for x ~ supp w or x e supp h by (3.8). Thus, we have 
1 
t --PK j f R'~'Je-e"'J(dqDx -- dqD°) fo (f Q,~,~e , dqo,) ds. (3.9) 
Now we let j - -+ oo. The functions RK, P~, QK are defined as the 
integrals of continuous functions and so the corresponding Riemann 
sums converge; that is, R~.j, P~,j, Q~,j converge to R~, P~, QK pointwise 
in ~9 °'. From Lemma 2.7 we have that P~d is bounded from below by a 
constant independent of j .  Then by the dominated convergence theorem 
[1 e-e~'~ -- e-l"~ IPp,s --+ 0. To study the convergence of R~d, Q~,j note that 
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the functions which are being summed are strongly continuous as 
L~(5¢', dqD) valued functions. It follows by standard methods of proof 
that the Riemann sums converge in L~(5 a', dq9). By passing to sub- 
sequences converging almost everywhere the limits are identified with 
the pointwise limits. Thus, [] P~,j -- P~ 11~,~ --+ 0 and [I Q~,j - Q~ !1~,~ -+ o. 
The above facts give the convergence of the left side of (3.9) and of the 
integrand on the right side. The convergence of the right side follows 
by dominated convergence once we establish bounds on the integrand 
uniform in j, s. But by Lemma 2.7 [[ e -e~.~ []p,s is uniformly bounded, and 
by carrying out the 5~' integrals explicitly as in 2.4 one sees that 
[I Q'~,j []1o,s is uniformly bounded. Thus, we have proved 
(3.1o) 
Next we let K--+ or. Since supp h C B and supp w C B n we have 
using (2.10) that 
110~ -- Q~' [[~,,~ const [I(D1 -- Do) -- (D1-  Do)~ ttL,(~*) •
~1o~ But since D 1 , D o E ~o4/3. ~for some ~ > 0, the right side converges to 
zero; this is easily seen by the techniques used in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Thus, I[ Q~' - Q~ [Ip,~ ~ 0 and since 1] QK -- Q I1~,~ -~ 0, we conclude 
[I Q~' - Q []~,s --+ o. Also as K --+ ~,  ][ R~ -- R [tp,s --+ 0, and by Theorem 
2.10, ][ e -'~ -- e -~ I]~.s --~ 0. Thus, all the 5e' integrals in (3.10) converge. 
For dominated convergence in f ds note that Lemmas 2.4 and 2.9 give 
bounds on [] QK' ]]p,s and [I e-t~ I]p.s, respectively, which are uniform in 
K, s. Thus, (3.10) converges to (3.7). 
The theorem is now proved for w E Co°°(Au), h e Co°°(A). For general 
w, h pick w kECo°°(A~), h keCo°~(A) such that I [w--wk[ la--~0, 
] ]h - -h  k[14--~0. We may assume 0 ~<hk ~< 1 as may be seen by 
making an explicit truncation and regularization. Since I] wk -- w I[z --~ 0, 
it follows from (2.9) that [I R(Wk, " ) -  R(w,-)[[~.s---~0. Similarly, 
II Q(wk,  hk ,  ") - -  Q(w, h, ")llp,~ -+ 0 follows from (O~ -- Do) e L] °e and 
II wk  - w Ih ~ O, II hk - -  h It~ ~ O. To see that 
II exp(--P(h~)) -- exp(--P(h))][2,,~ ~ 0 
we write 
e -e(hk) -- e -v(h) ~ 11 e-V(an~)(P(hg) -- P(h)) e -P(0-a)a) d~. 
Jo 
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The convergence then follows since for anyp ~ [1, ~) ,  ][ exp(--P(Ahk))H~.s 
and II exp(--P((1 -- A)h)]l~.~ are bounded by constants independent of A, 
k by Theorem 2.9, and since [[ P(hk)  - -  P(h)li~,s --~ 0. Finally, we note 
that II Q(w~, hk, ")[l~.s and II exp(-P(hk)]l~.s are bounded by constants 
independent of k, s by Theorems 2.5 and 2.10. Thus, Eq. (3.7) with we, 
h k converges to (3.7) with w, h. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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